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hello@windoor.cat

Annual Subscription Contract - Windoor Membership

Between “the borrower” :

Windoor Barcelona (Realfly Barcelona SL)

And “the subscription holder”

Last name/s :

First name :

Subscription holder information:

Adress :

Postal code and city:

E-Mail :

Telephone number :

Date of birth :

Subscription type :

Mark the desired subscription type

BRONZE - 15 minutes/month - 143,75€ IVA included (without coaching)
*Possibility to add coaching for 25€.

SILVER - 30 minutes/month - 275€ IVA included (without coaching)
*Possibility to add coaching for 50€.

GOLD - 60 minutes/month - 525€ IVA included (without coaching)
*Possibility to add coaching for 100€.
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As a subscriber at Windoor, you benefit from:

BRONZE

Merchandising: buff, stickers.
Discount at the bar = 5%
Possibility to participate in a monthly hackjam with a discount starting from January
2024.
Possibility to book more time and coaching at the same price. Valid only for someone
from any of the 3 membership packages.
2 free huckjams per year. These huckjams include a minimum of 10 minutes of tunnel
time + instructor organization included.

SILVER

Merchandising: buff, stickers, gloves.
Bar discount = 10%.
Possibility to participate in a monthly hackjam with a discount starting from January
2024.
Possibility to book more time and coaching at the same price. Valid only for someone
from any of the 3 membership packages.
2 free huckjams per year. These huckjams include a minimum of 10 minutes of tunnel
time + instructor organization included.

GOLD

Merchandising: buff, stickers, gloves, T-shirt.
Bar discount = 15%.
Possibility to participate in a monthly hackjam with a discount starting from January
2024.
Two free hackjams per year. These huckjams include a minimum of 10 minutes of
tunnel time + instructor organization included.
Possibility to book more time and coaching at the same price. Valid only for someone
from any of the 3 membership packages.
2 free huckjams per year. These huckjams include a minimum of 10 minutes of tunnel
time + instructor organization included.
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Terms of Use

1. An external coach not affiliated with the company cannot be a member of the Club.

2. Flight time cannot be used for coaching a third party.

3. Flight time cannot be resold.

4. If you leave the Club and have remaining time in your account, the tunnel time will not be refunded
under any circumstances and must be used within the validity period, which is 1 year from the date of
purchase.

5. The Club membership commitment is a minimum of 6 months. To terminate your subscription, you
must notify us in writing 30 days before the automatic renewal.

6. Any initiated subscription period is due and must be paid.

7. Windoor reserves the right to accept or reject a member.

8. In the event of non-compliance with the terms of use, WINDOOR reserves the right to terminate a
member's subscription without compensation.

9. The contract is valid from its signing and is valid for a duration of one year.

10. Renewal is automatic and can be canceled monthly after 6 months.

11. The subscription is non-transferable.

12. Tunnel time cannot be transferred to a third party.

13. Tunnel time is automatically credited to the customer's account every month (on the effective date
of the contract).

14. A monthly invoice is available in the online customer account. Payment must be made no later
than 10 days after receiving the invoice (bank transfer, cash, or online payment). Failure to pay may
result in the suspension of the subscription and flight time.

15. Tunnel time can be accumulated for up to 6 consecutive months. Tunnel time will cease to be
credited and will be considered lost if the accumulation limit is reached.
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16. Coaching is not included in the subscription price. In case of adding coaching, it can only be used
with Windoor coaches, not external coaches.

17. The subscription holder can purchase additional flight time according to the current rate of their
subscription.

18. The subscription holder can cancel flight time with 48 hours' notice.

I confirm that I have read and approved the contractual terms of my subscription with
WINDOOR.

WINDOOR

The , at

Signature

CUSTOMER

The , at

Signature
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